
Choosing 117bet: A Decision for Serious
Bettors
Online betting has become increasingly popular in India, with millions of enthusiasts placing
bets on their favorite sports. The convenience, excitement, and potential rewards of online
betting have attracted a diverse audience. However, choosing the right betting platform is crucial
for a positive and secure betting experience. 117bet is a platform specifically designed for
serious bettors, offering a range of features and benefits that set it apart from the competition.

117bet stands out with its extensive betting markets, competitive odds, live betting options,
generous bonuses, and secure platform. Whether you're a seasoned bettor or new to online
betting, 117bet provides a comprehensive and reliable platform to enhance your betting
experience.

Why Choose 117bet? Top Features for Serious Bettors

Wide Range of Betting Markets

117bet offers an extensive coverage of sports, catering to a wide range of interests. Cricket,
being one of the most popular sports in India, features prominently with numerous leagues and
tournaments available for betting, including the Indian Premier League (IPL), ICC World Cup,
and domestic leagues. In addition to cricket, 117bet covers other popular sports such as
football, kabaddi, tennis, and basketball. For those with more niche interests, 117bet also offers
markets in eSports, politics, and entertainment events, ensuring there is something for
everyone.

Competitive Odds

One of the key factors for serious bettors is getting the best odds to maximize potential
winnings. 117bet prides itself on offering competitive odds across all its betting markets. By
providing better odds than many competitors, 117bet ensures that bettors have a greater
chance of higher returns on their bets. This commitment to competitive odds makes 117bet a
preferred choice for those looking to optimize their betting strategy.

Live Betting

Live betting adds an extra layer of excitement to the betting experience, allowing bettors to
place bets in real-time as the action unfolds. 117bet’s user-friendly live betting platform is
designed for serious bettors, featuring clear interfaces and fast updates. The live betting
platform is complemented by features such as live streaming (where available), providing an
immersive experience that keeps bettors engaged and informed.

Generous Bonuses and Promotions
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Bonuses and promotions play a significant role in enhancing the betting experience, especially
for building a bankroll. 117bet offers a variety of bonuses, including a welcome bonus for new
users, deposit bonuses, and free bets. These promotions are designed to provide value to
bettors, giving them more opportunities to win. Compared to competitors, 117bet’s bonuses are
generous, making it an attractive option for both new and experienced bettors.

Secure and Reliable Platform

Security is a major concern for online transactions, particularly in the betting industry. 117bet is
committed to ensuring the safety and security of its users’ data and transactions. The platform
employs advanced encryption technology and secure payment gateways to protect user
information. Additionally, features such as secure login and responsible gambling measures
further enhance the security and reliability of the platform, giving bettors peace of mind while
placing their bets.

Additional Features Benefitting Serious Bettors

Multiple Payment Options

Convenience in financial transactions is crucial for a seamless betting experience. 117bet
supports a variety of payment methods for deposits and withdrawals, catering to the
preferences of Indian bettors. Popular options such as e-wallets, UPI, and bank transfers are
available, making it easy for users to manage their funds efficiently.

Fast and Efficient Customer Support

Responsive customer support is essential for resolving issues promptly and ensuring a smooth
betting experience. 117bet offers multiple customer support channels, including live chat and
email, available in both Hindi and English. This multilingual support ensures effective
communication and quick resolution of queries, enhancing user satisfaction.

User-Friendly Interface and Mobile App

A user-friendly platform is vital for easy navigation and placing bets without hassle. 117bet’s
well-designed interface features clear menus and functionalities, making it easy for users to find
their desired betting markets and place bets quickly. Additionally, the availability of a mobile app
allows bettors to place bets on the go, ensuring they never miss out on any betting
opportunities.

Focus on Cricket Betting

Extensive Cricket Market Coverage

Cricket is a major focus for 117bet, with an extensive range of cricket betting markets available.
Bettors can place bets on popular leagues and tournaments such as the IPL, ICC World Cup,
and County Cricket. The platform offers a variety of bet types, including match winner, toss



winner, and individual player performance, catering to the diverse preferences of cricket
enthusiasts.

Competitive Cricket Odds

117bet is committed to offering the best odds in the market for cricket matches, ensuring bettors
get maximum value for their bets. The platform consistently provides competitive odds, giving
bettors an edge over other platforms. For example, during the IPL season, 117bet often offers
better odds on match winners compared to some of its competitors, providing a tangible
advantage to its users.

Live Cricket Betting and Streaming

The thrill of live cricket betting is unmatched, and 117bet delivers a robust live betting platform
with real-time updates and fast odds. Bettors can engage in live betting on cricket matches with
confidence, knowing they have access to accurate and timely information. Additionally, where
available, live streaming of cricket matches enhances the experience, allowing bettors to follow
the action closely and make informed betting decisions.

Conclusion

117bet stands out as the ideal platform for serious bettors in India, offering a wide range of
betting markets, competitive odds, live betting options, generous bonuses, and a secure
platform. With additional features like multiple payment options, efficient customer support, and
a user-friendly interface, 117bet ensures a superior betting experience. Whether you’re
passionate about cricket or any other sport, 117bet provides the tools and opportunities to
elevate your betting game. Try 117bet today and experience the difference for yourself.
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